
 

 

COMPULSORY UNIFORM - 2017 

YEARS 7 TO 12 

 
 

 
 
 

* Note:      Alternative brands will be considered unacceptable LHC uniform. 
 

 

ALL STUDENTS  Jumper   -  royal blue with LHC Logo 
Windcheater   -  navy blue with LHC Logo 

    Shirt   -  white (may be worn with College Tie) 
Polo Shirt                       -  white with LHC Logo 

Footwear    -   Boys:      -  black leather polishable lace-up school shoes  
(no logos permitted) 

                    -   Girls: -  black leather polishable lace-up/t-bar school shoes 
     (no logos permitted) 
College Jacket   -  College Design Only   
Cap / Hat                        -  COMPULSORY approved LHC Hat 

      Scarves  -  plain black, white or navy  (no patterns) 
           to be worn Terms 2 & 3 only 

    Beanies/Gloves  -  plain black or navy (no patterns) 
   to be worn Terms 2 & 3 only 

 
BOYS   Trousers  (black)    -  approved school trousers only  

    Shorts  (black)  -  approved school shorts only  

    Socks        -  plain white to be worn with shorts & PE uniform 
        -  plain black to be worn with trousers 
 

GIRLS   Summer Dress      -  approved LHC style & fabric (knee length) 
Winter Skirt  -  approved LHC style & fabric (knee length) 

    Trousers  (black)       -  approved school trousers only  
      Shorts (black)       -  approved school shorts only 

Socks      -  plain white to be worn with summer dress/winter                              
       skirt 

        -  plain black to be worn with trousers  

Tights (black)  -  to be worn with winter skirt only 

            black socks only to be worn over black tights 

 
PHYS ED   PE/Sports Polo Shirt -  approved LHC navy blue/yellow trim with logo only 

AND SPORT  Shorts                    -  approved LHC design with logo 

To be worn for all sporting Tracksuit Jacket/Pants   -  approved LHC design with logo  
events and PE classes  Socks   - white  
    Sports Shoes  -  appropriate sport shoes 

HAIR    Colour & Style  -  extreme hair colouring & styles are not permitted  
        -  hair colouring should be within the range of natural  

                                                                                           colouring 

     Head Bands  -  black, white or navy 
 

PIERCINGS                               Body or facial piercings are not permitted .  
 

The College Council and Administration reserve the right to request the removal of any clothing or 
jewellery that is considered an Occupational Health and Safety risk. The College has a policy of minimal 
jewellery and make-up. It is expected that uniform is worn according to the Policy and is maintained in a 
tidy manner at all times. Full uniform is to be worn to and from school.  

 

Uniform items as listed are to be purchased from the 
LHC Uniform Shop with the exception of shoes. 

 
 

Please LABEL  
all items of 

College Uniform 

LILYDALE HEIGHTS COLLEGE 

Excellence, Respect and Responsibility 

 

  


